Paris Budapest Restaurant is linking French cuisine and traditional Hungarian flavours within a cozy ambience in front of the famous Chain Bridge.

BON APPETIT!

Opening hours | 12:00 - 23:00
(Our kitchen is open until 22:30 Pm)

Our prices are indicated in HUF and include the amount of VAT.

12% service charge will be added to your bill.

Why Paris, Budapest, you may ask yourself. Why did we decide to link these two emblematic cities? Well, we have all the answers, so let us reveal them all to you.

Paris and Budapest. Two must-see capitals of Europe with a millennium of history, culture and art, and so much more in common. Both cities are gifted by the embrace of a legendary river, the Parisian Seine and the Blue Danube of Budapest.

You may also find connection between Paris’ most beautiful bridge, Pont Alexandre III and the glorious pride of Hungarians, the Széchenyi Chain Bridge, just in front of your eyes!

Religion and its architectural monuments have been common milestones of our cultures for centuries. Simply take a look at Notre-Dame, one of the largest and best known churches in the world or take a walk to the most important church of Hungary. Stephen’s Basilica is located just a few minutes from here.

You may be surprised, but is it any wonder that August de Seress, who designed the Nyugati Railway Station of Budapest, was also cooperating with the French engineer maestro Gustave Eiffel?

Similarities are not limited to historical aspects, they do continue to amaze you in our dishes too. The Hungarian Lecso is brought to life in the holy trinity of fat, onion and paprika.

Ratatouille, best known as a true French classic contains the same ingredients, enriched with an even wider selection of vegetables. Our signature dish Pork Brassoi blends the tastes of Ratatouille in combination with the pork tenderloin. As you can see (and taste), influence and inspiration intertwine there and back.

Last but not least, we should not forget our shared passion for wine, thus our selection of bottles also symbolize these great two nations’ friendship and respect as well as their similarity of taste and love of gastronomic delights.

Our signature wine, the Ries-Link’s recently assembled new and exciting vintage is available now in Paris Budapest Restaurant & Bar, waiting for our guests to taste it while enjoying the wonderful view of the Chain Bridge and the Royal Castle. Let yourself treated by this specialty, harvested and prepared by the wine lover ambassadors of Sofitel Budapest Chain Bridge.

Be part of this unique experience and book your table now!
Our prices are indicated in HUF and include the amount of VAT. 12% service charge will be added to your bill.